C5a mutants are potent antagonists of the C5a receptor (CD88) and of C5L2: position 69 is the locus that determines agonism or antagonism.
The anaphylatoxin C5a exerts a plethora of biologic activities critical in the pathogenesis of systemic inflammatory diseases. Recently, we reported on a C5a mutant, jun/fos-A8, as a potent antagonist for the human and mouse C5a receptor (CD88). Addressing the molecular mechanism accounting for CD88 receptor antagonism by site-directed mutagenesis, we found that a positively charged amino acid at position 69 is crucial. Replacements by either hydrophobic or negatively charged amino acids switched the CD88 antagonist jun/fos-A8 to a CD88 agonist. In addition to CD88, the seven-transmembrane receptor C5L2 has recently been found to provide high affinity binding sites for C5a and its desarginated form, C5adesArg74. A jun/fos-A8 mutant in which the jun/ fos moieties and amino acids at positions 71-73 were deleted, A8Delta71-73, blocked C5a and C5adesArg74 binding to CD88 and C5L2. In contrast, the cyclic C5a C-terminal analog peptide AcF-[OP-d-ChaWR] inhibited binding of the two anaphylatoxins to CD88 but not to C5L2, suggesting that the C5a core segment is important for high affinity binding to C5L2. Both receptors are coexpressed on human monocytes and the human mast cell line HMC-1; however, C5L2 expression on monocytes is weaker as compared with HMC-1 cells and highly variable. In contrast, no C5L2 expression was found on human neutrophils. A8Delta71-73 is the first antagonist that blocks C5a and C5adesArg74 binding to both C5a receptors, CD88 and C5L2, making it a valuable tool for studying C5L2 functions and for blocking the biological activities of C5a and C5adesArg74 in mice and humans.